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QUESTION NO: 1

An administrator’s PC crashes before the administrator can submit a workflow session for approval. After the PC is restarted, 
the administrator notices that the ADOM was locked from the session before the crash.

How can the administrator unlock the ADOM?

A. Restore the configuration from a previous backup.

B. Log in as Super_User in order to unlock the ADOM.

C. Log in using the same administrator account to unlock the ADOM.

D. Delete the previous admin session manually through the FortiManager GUI or CLI.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 2

View the following exhibit.
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Which one of the following statements is true regarding installation targets in use Install On column?

A. The Install On column value represents successful installation on the managed devices

B. Policy seq=3 will be installed on all managed devices and VDOMs that are listed under Installation Targets

C. Policy seq=3 will be installed on the Trainer[NAT] VDOM only

D. Policy seq=3 will be not installed on any managed device

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 3

Which of the following statements are true regarding SD-WAN Central Management? (Choose three.)

A. SD-WAN must be enabled on per-ADOM basis

B. SD-WAN settings can be installed on multiple FortiGate devices at the same time

C. You can create multiple SD-WAN interfaces per VDOM
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D. When you configure an SD-WAN, you must specify at least two member interfaces.

E. The first step in creating an SD-WAN using FortiManager is to create two SD-WAN firewall policies.

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 4

Which of the following statements are true regarding ADOM revisions? (Choose two.)

A. ADOM revisions can significantly increase the size of the configuration backups.

B. ADOM revisions can save the current size of the whole ADOM

C. ADOM revisions can create System Checkpoints for the FortiManager configuration

D. ADOM revisions can save the current state of all policy packages and objects for an ADOM

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which of the following statements are true regarding schedule backup of FortiManager? (Choose two.)

A. Backs up all devices and the FortiGuard database.

B. Does not back up firmware images saved on FortiManager

C. Supports FTP, SCP, and SFTP

D. Can be configured from the CLI and GUI

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 6

Which two statements about Security Fabric integration with FortiManager are true? (Choose two.)

A. The Security Fabric license, group name and password are required for the FortiManager Security Fabric

integration

B. The Fabric View module enables you to generate the Security Fabric ratings for Security Fabric devices
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C. The Security Fabric settings are part of the device level settings

D. The Fabric View module enables you to view the Security Fabric ratings for Security Fabric devices

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 7

An administrator would like to create an SD-WAN using central management. What steps does the administrator need to 
perform to create an SD-WAN using central management?

A. First create an SD-WAN firewall policy, add member interfaces to the SD-WAN template and create a static route

B. You must specify a gateway address when you create a default static route

C. Remove all the interface references such as routes or policies

D. Enable SD-WAN central management in the ADOM, add member interfaces, create a static route and SDWAN firewall 
policies.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 8

Which of the following items does an FGFM keepalive message include? (Choose two.)

A. FortiGate uptime

B. FortiGate license information

C. FortiGate IPS version

D. FortiGate configuration checksum

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 9

When installation is performed from the FortiManager, what is the recovery logic used between FortiManager and FortiGate 
for an FGFM tunnel?
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A. After 15 minutes, FortiGate will unset all CLI commands that were part of the installation that caused the tunnel to go 
down.

B. FortiManager will revert and install a previous configuration revision on the managed FortiGate.

C. FortiGate will reject the CLI commands that will cause the tunnel to go down.

D. FortiManager will not push the CLI commands as a part of the installation that will cause the tunnel to go down.

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 10

An administrator has added all the devices in a Security Fabric group to FortiManager.

How does the administrator identify the root FortiGate?

A. By a dollar symbol ($) at the end of the device name

B. By an at symbol (@) at the end of the device name

C. By a QUESTION NO: mark(?) at the end of the device name

D. By an Asterisk (*) at the end of the device name

ANSWER: D 
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